LOOKING FOR AN ALLY?

Become a mentee today and receive peer to peer mentoring and an array of support through Connections. You will be matched with a peer trained in disability advocacy, peer counseling, and learning strategies.

Mentees are also welcome to use all of Connections resources. Including transitional supports, social events, career counseling, and a safe library study room!

Please contact connections@calpoly.edu (805-756-5930) or fill out the Mentee Interest Form at drc.calpoly.edu/access-allies if you are interested in hearing more.
Want To Be An Ally?

Access Allies are specially trained on the concepts of accessibility, inclusivity, and empathy and pass these values forward through outreach events and peer mentoring. Allies are encouraged to create event ideas and work with Connections to bring them to life.

Ally training is continuous and flexible. Access Allies can fulfill most training requirements throughout the quarter. Volunteer now and help us create an inclusive collaborative Cal Poly community!

Please contact connections@calpoly.edu or fill out the Access Ally App at drc.calpoly.edu/access-allies if you are interested in hearing more.

1. Fill out the Ally Request Form
2. Submit online or at DRC front desk
3. We will be in Touch Soon!
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